Dissolved organic matter (DOM) can be originated from autochthonous or allochthonous sources, where allochthonous DOM can be from pedogenic sources (humic substances-HSs) or anthropogenicsources (wastewater). The analysis of fluorescence emission, excitation, synchronous or excitation-emission matrix (EEM) have been used to identify the main source or probable contribution of dissolved compounds, such as humic acids (HA), fulvic acids (FA) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) from sewage, but does not quantify. Fluorescence emission is a powerful technique to detect and qualify organic dissolved compounds but fails in quantitative aspects. In this work, we propose an in situ method for direct determination of DOC using synchronous fluorescence spectra with independent component analysis (ICA). Well known standard solutions were used for method development and validation. In this work, we show that it is possible to predict the number of independent contributions using an unsupervised method based on iterative Principal Component Analysis and Independent Component Analysis (PCA-ICA) approach over combined matrix results. Within these results it's also possible to see that with a very small amount of independent compo-
Introduction
Disordered population growth in urban and rural areas has changed the water quality in different aquatic environments (rivers, lakes, ponds, streams). Water quality in rivers and lakes is related with the physical, chemical, and biological characteristics of an aquatic environment. Human occupancy has caused abiotic changes (nutrient cycling, metals and organic matter) and biotic. To evaluate and follow these changes, it is necessary to perform a distinct monitoring strategy in aquatic environments. However, Brazilian hydrographic basins are huge, where a more detailed monitoring is difficult or almost impossible because of the number of points to be sampled, the distances between points, the laboratory structure, and the necessary costs.
In the same context of water quality deterioration, eutrophication is a severe environmental damage and is essentially related with the entry of nutrients (nitrogen-N, and phosphorous-P) in water bodies. Consequently, it also becomes important to monitor the variations and origin of organic matter (OM) in aquatic environments, which can be among the main factors of biotic functioning of these ecosystems [1] [2] [3] [4] .
It is important to highlight that the dissolved organic matter plays several important and beneficial roles in aquatic ecosystems: buffer with water low levels of alkalinity, nutrients transporting and cycling, controlling metals bioavailability and their speciation, organic pollutants solubility, and acting as light screen in the attenuation of ultraviolet radiation [5] [6] , becoming an important parameter for the evaluation of possible contamination of these environments. Thus, organic matter (OM) is a relevant parameter for the determination and evaluation of different organic pollution in aquatic environments.
Biological oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD) and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) analyses supply quantitative information on the organic matter present in the aquatic ecosystems. BOD, a time-consuming analysis, focuses on the biodegradable fraction of the organic matter and may present subjective results due to inhibitors, biological condition, temperature and sampling storage. COD and DOC are both rapid techniques, but while COD can overestimate the organic content due to the chemicals used, DOC do not allow the distinction between the labile and refractory fractions. However, organic matter results from a complex mixture of substances with different structural compositions, indicating the need for a qualitative analysis to provide information to identify their sources, transformation, and degradation mechanisms [4] [5]. In recent years, there has been made considerable effort to characterize DOM, which is generally used to describe a broad group of organic compounds in all natural waters. Additionally, DOM in aquatic environments is subject to a series of events and origins [5] , which implies a different approach for its properly determination. DOM can be originated from autochthonous or allochthonous sources. Autochthonous originates, for example, from the activity of phytoplankton or aquatic weeds. The allochthonous DOM can be from pedogenic sources (humic substances-HSs) or anthropogenic sources, such as industrial or domestic wastewater [2] [3] [5] [7] .
The isolation of the dissolved substances, such as HSs is costly and time-consuming. After extracted, to obtain information about part of the structure of SHs (FA and HA), it is necessary to perform NMR-C13 analysis, NMR-H, FTIR, TGA, potentiometric titration, elemental analysis, and others.
Alternative techniques that utilize chemical differences such as molecular weight and molecular size are important for its characterization, because within the use of this technique it is possible to estimate the degree of complexity and its possible origin or source in the aquatic environment [1] [6] .
Among the techniques available for the differentiation of fractions of the DOM in aquatic systems, it is important to highlight the spectroscopic absorption (in the ultraviolet to visible region) and the fluorescence emission. The main advantages of molecular fluorescence emission spectroscopy are its high sensitivity [8] . Another advantage is the variety of spectra that can be obtained: emission, excitation, synchronized, and emission-excitation matrix [1] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Complementarity, fluorescence spectrophometry is a relatively low cost technique and requires small amount of sample, small sample treatment such as filtration and addition of sample buffer, is a rapid analysis and is a non-destructive sample method [11] .
Both visible ultraviolet and fluorescence spectrophotometry have been used by several researchers to identify DOM possible sources in the aquatic environment and to characterize the structural composition of dissolved organic carbon [1] [4] [6] [7] [8] [12] .
Within the synchronized emission spectra it is possible to identify different peaks, such as humic substances with maximum intensity, usually, near 450 nm (fulvic acids) and between 465 and 500nm (humic acids) [8] [13] . In the region of 280 -310 nm (Δλ = 18 nm) the emission is attributed mainly to the aromatic amino acids and other volatile acids containing highly conjugated structures [13] . Studies conducted by Yu et al. [2] [4], Chen et al. [6] , Ahmad and Reynolds [7] Pons et al. [9] emphasize the presence of peaks in this region (280 -310 nm emission) to existing compounds in wastewater, like tryptophan and tyrosine. Rivers influenced by human activity may be characterized by high intensity region of similar proteins and fulvic acids [14] . In the same context, studies conducted by [15] showed that the fluorescence intensity related to fulvic acids and proteins is significantly higher in areas downstream sewage treatment than its upstream stations. [17] .
Some forms of data interpretation were developed, such as: the location distinct peaks [16] , the integration of the excitation-emission matrix [6] , the association of chemometric tools such as principal component analysis [18] , by parallel analysis factors (PARAFAC) [19] and the use of parallel factors associated with other chemometric techniques [20] , second derivative spectra of the synchronized [2] and analysis by excitation spectra and the emission spectra for ICA application standards for evaluating mixing solutions of aromatic (biphenyl, naphthalene and benzotriazol) compounds [21] .
Considering these aspects, this paper summarizes some studied spectra of humic acid, fulvic acid, primary productivity, tyrosine and tryptophan, with the objective of developing a methodology to obtain a predictive model for determining DOC in field water samples based on synchronous fluorescence and independent component analysis (ICA).
Materials and Methods

Solutions and Sample Preparation
Considering the representativeness of environmental samples, humic Acid (HA) and fulvic Acid (FA) used for analysis were collected near the Patos Lagoon Leaves, branches and roots were removed from the collected sediment and soil. First, to obtain a pH equal to 1, HCL 1.0 ml•L −1 was added for each 100 g of sediment sample. Then, HCl 0.1 ml•L −1 was added while maintaining the ratio of 10 ml HCl per gram of sample. The suspension was stirred for 1 h and the supernatant separated by centrifugation. This supernatant was denominated "fulvic acid-I (FA-I)". The precipitate was neutralized with NaOH 1.0 ml•L −1 at pH 7. The following was added NaOH 0.1 ml•L −1 , under N 2 , until the ratio of 10 mL of NaOH/g of sample. The extraction was conducted with intermittent stirring overnight under N 2 . The supernatant was separated by centrifugation, discarding the residue (humin). The supernatant was acidified to pH 1.0 with HCl 6.0 ml•L −1 with constant stirring and left to stand for one night. Again separation was performed by centrifugation, separating the precipitate (Humic Acid-HA) of the supernatant, which was called "Fulvic Acid II (FA-II)".
The fulvic acid was percolated on a column containing DAX-8 resin, at a flow rate of 15 times the volume of resin per hour. The effluent was discarded and the column was washed with deionized water, in the quantity of 0.65 column volumes. The fulvic acid was removed by retro eluition, with NaOH 0.1 ml•L −1 , adding the amount equivalent to a volume of the column, followed by 2 to 3 column volumes of deionized water. Immediately acidified with HCl solution 6.0 ml•L −1 to pH 1.0. Then, HF was added to a final concentration of 0.30 ml•L −1 . The same procedure AF-I was applied to the supernatant called AF-II.
All eluates were reunited, remixed and reapplied through the column (DAX-8). Again the retro elution was carried out with the addition of NaOH 0.1 ml•L −1 . The final eluate was passed through a column containing a strong cationic resin in H + ions, using three times the number of moles of Na + ions contained in the solution. The eluate, containing fulvic acid was dried by lyophilization. These extracted FAs were prepared as described below. The precipitate containing the humic acid (HA) was resuspended in KOH0.1 ml•L −1 (redissolved) under a nitrogen gas flow; solid KCl was added to obtain 0.3 ml•L −1 concentration in added K + ions. The mixture was centrifuged to remove suspended solids. HA was precipitated withthe addition of HCl 6.0 ml•L −1 , at pH 2, imposing constant stirring and left to stand for one night. The humic acid was separated by centrifugation (30,000 rpm, 30 min). The supernatant was discarded and the precipitate (HA) was transferred to a plastic container which was added HCl 0.1 ml•L −1 + HF 0.3 ml•L −1 (stirring for one night). This procedure was repeated and the supernatant was separated by centrifugation. The supernatant was discarded and the residue (AH) purified in a dialysis tube (12,000 Daltons) with deionized water until obtaining a negative test for chloride (three months). The humic acid sample was dried by lyophilization. These extracted HAs were prepared as described below.
The extraction of the aquatic fulvic and humic acids were was performed in 150 L of filtered water (0.45 mm), acidified (pH 2.0) with HCl. The 150 L of water was passed through a column containing DAX-8 resin, at a flow rate of 15 times the volume of resin per hour. The same procedure described above was employed.
Microalgae strain, Scenedesmus subspicatus, was provided by the laboratory from Instituto Ambiental do Paraná (IAP). Cultivation was carried out in Erlenmeyer flasks, controlling the temperature (25˚C) and light incidence. Nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium (NPK) and micronutrients were added; cell culture was kept in movement (shaker type system). The samples were filtered and the filtrate, containing DOC derived from primary productivity, was used as solutions of primary productivity (PP).
Environmental samples (HA, FA, and PP) and commercial humic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) were prepared in buffer solution in order to obtain DOC concentrations ranging from 4.9 to 28.9 mg•L −1 for HAs, 4.5 to 38.2 mg•L −1 for the FAs and 13.8 to 48.5 mg•L −1 for the PP. Solutions for spectrophotometric study were prepared with 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH = 7.0 ± 0.1) using high quality water (ultrapure). 
Sample Characterization
The fluorescence spectra of standards (humic acid, fulvic acid or PP) were obtained in 1 cm quartz cuvettes (Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer). Synchronous fluorescence spectra were determined using excitation (λ exc ) over the range of 250 -600 nm, starting the emission scan at 268 nm (Δλ = λ exc + 18 nm), often applied in the studies of humic substances, natural organic matter or wastewater [13] [17] . Thespectra were obtained applying the following conditions: slits 5 nm, scan speed of 240 nm/min, intensity of the Raman peak of ultrapure water (Ex/Em 275/303 nm) was used to examine changes in the fluorescence intensity signal and to normalize the data, all spectra were subtracted from the spectrum of water, spectrophotometric blank sample was obtained using phosphate buffer in the samples compartment. Spectral data was recorded under same experimental conditions and spectra were organized into specific matrices related to each case study.
As the features of fluorescence spectra may be changed according to the pH and ionic strength of the medium [13] [17] was added phosphate buffer (pH = 7.0 ± 0.1).
Each sample was characterized in terms of DOC determination and the respective spectrum recorded. The DOC for environmental samples (humic acid, fulvic acid and PP) was determined according to the methodology proposed by the manufacturer of Total Organic Carbon Analyzer (TOC 5000-A, Shimadzu). Values of the DOC present in standard solution were obtained by direct weighing.
Data treatment was made using two software packages: GNU Octave high-level interpreter language for calculations and plots and R-project "fast ICA" package for independent component analysis.
Data Treatment: Fundamentals
Under optimal conditions, solution fluorescence spectral information at each i wavelength can be viewed as an additive composition of independent light emis- 
where g is a nonspecific constant depending upon experimental conditions and for that reason will be discarded for further response modelling purposes. 
were F represents the overall information matrix assembled as m column fluorescence spectra vectors.
Independent component analysis is a numerical iterative method for finding underlying factors or components from multivariate (multidimensional) statistical data [22] .
The origins of Independent Component Analysis are related with studies in the context of neural network modelling in early 1980s [22] [23] but it was probably firstly reported by [24] .
As indicated, Independent Component Analysis try to decompose a complex signal system (F) into a linear combination of signal sources (S) convoluted with a mixing matrix (A)
Equations (2) and (3) are notably similar and thus ICA may be helpful in retrieving information from unknown complex light emitted mixture spectra.
In order to perform this deconvolution ICA uses orthogonal negentropy approximation to maximize independent component contributions.
As many other algorithms that works with information variability, ICA algorithm starts with a previous variable centring step in order to enter into the variability dimension.
Defining a specific number of independent components to be retrieved (c ≤ m), column centred data matrix is then "whitened" by projecting the data onto its c principal component directions
where c F matrix is a compressed version of centred data matrix into a c sub-space.
Using the negentropy approximation ICA estimates the "un-mixing" orthogonal matrix (W) in order to estimate source signals (Ŝ ) ˆc S F W S = ≈ (5) This estimated sources correspond to a representation of original signal sources, Equation (3), in "c" subspace.
If the number of imposed components (c) matches the number of emitting species (k), theoretically ICA will be able to find out specific component spectral emitting contributions (E), Equation (1).
In a previous work [25] , we described the methodology to use ICA in order to retrieve spectral contributions (Ŝ ) and with this spectral information estimate respective concentration profiles in solution solving eq.1 for mixtures composi-
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After this estimation process, we developed polynomial models able to describe DOC results in several standards and sample solutions.
In this work we are interested in directly use ICA estimated mixing matrix (A), Equation (3), as a component contribution information, Equation (1), in order to estimate DOC via polynomial models.
Since in real situations the number of emitting species (k) and their specific emission profiles are unknown, different criteria was used in order to verify if ICA retrieved information was able to describe each considered system.
ICA ability to recover initial spectral information was evaluated with residual relative error (%RE):
where ˆi j f and ij f represents the estimated and original spectra and f represents the mean overall fluorescence intensity.
In our experience with ICA, we found out that estimated mixing matrix (A)
can lead to erroneous conclusions since increasing the number of imposed components (c) we began to have correlated information, revealing that we are using redundant information.
Another strategy is to use Principal Component Analysis (PCA); PCA [26] is a very basic and important tool in chemometrics-it is able to compress all information into essential relevant factors, discarding redundant information.
Imposing PCA analysis to estimate the mixing matrix (A)
we can obtain the respective scores ( α ) and loadings ( θ ). Eigenvalue matrix ( Λ ) was used to access and evaluate retrieved information index from p most relevant eigenvalues ( )
After solving the problem of estimating the best number of components necessary to describe the fluorescence spectra information, it is necessary to consistently define the best model able to describe the predicted DOC values of each mixture.
Assuming least squares standard approach (nonstochastic dependent variable with additive normal independent error on dependent variable) [27] , polynomial equations (η ) were used to describe dependent variable ( i y ) and best parameter estimates were obtained in order to minimize model error ( res SS )
Two basic polynomial approaches were used. The simpler approach was to consider a first degree polynomial approach (η(1)) were Second approach was based on a full second degree polynomial model (η(2))
with a total of ( )
Modelling is related with defining a good function that is able to follow experimental data and also may be used in order to predict results. For this purpose different indicators were used.
Model fitting ability was evaluated by relative residual error (%RE), R-squared index ( 2 R ), parameter statistical significance and Akaike information criterion, while model predicting ability was evaluated with cross-validation techniques related with Jack knife resampling and data k-folding.
Mean residual error (
is the most common estimative to evaluate model bias in the fitting process.
Since there are different ranges for the dependent variable, the decision was to compute this estimate as a relative residual error, in respect to dependent vari-
avoiding thus scale effects and corresponding misinterpretations.
R-squared statistics ( 2 R ) is based on ANOVA regression analysis assumptions [26] and reveals the total amount of relative information described by the model in fitting a given data set
where res SS and tot SS correspond to the residual and total sum of squares.
In general, increasing the number of model parameters (p) we also increase the model ability to fit data and thus it is frequent to end with an overparameterized model.
For this reason, when comparing different models, it is crucial to use R-squared adjusted ( 
Since we are using linear models, least squares approach provides the best parameter estimates and full statistical support and thus it is possible to evaluate 
Akaike information criterion (AIC) [28] evaluates the relative quality of a statistical model for describing a given dataset. In the case of homogeneous variance experimental error, maximum-likelihood estimation is replaced by unweighed least squares approach and thus AIC assumes a very convenient simple expression (Equation (18)):
accounting on both-fitting quality (SS res /n) and the number of used parameters.
AIC does not provide a statistical test for a given model but it may be used in order to compare their ability in fitting data with minimal parameters.
When working with finite small datasets Equation (18) 
Two cross-validation strategies were used in order to evaluate model predicting ability in describing a specific dataset-the conservative "jack knife" and the drastic "unfolding" approach.
Jackknife resampling strategy was used in order to estimate Root Mean Square Prediction Error (RMSPE) here evaluated as a relative estimate to mean response
were (.) res SS represents residual error estimated for "leave-one-out" jackknife resampling strategy.
In order to evaluate maximal prediction error we proceed with a 1/4 "unfolding" resampling strategy-original data set was divided in 4 similar subsets (a, b, c and d) and thus combined in order to obtain 6 different combinations of 50% data each (ab, ac, ad, bc, bd, and cd). Then, each of these subsets were used to calibrate DOC response and then the obtained model was used to estimate DOC in the correspondent unused 50% data set. Prediction Error (%PE 1/2 ) was thus estimated as ( )
When using second degree polynomial models, Equation (12) 
If TV exceeds the predicted unilateral Fisher critical value for 1 and (n-p-1)
degrees of freedom at 0.01 significance level, null hypothesis (
no longer considered as valid, indicating that tested parameter is crucial to ensure a good data fit.
Results and Discussion
In a previous study with ICA [25] , we discussed the application of spectral signal deconvolution in order to obtain "fluorescence emission specific profiles" and with this adjusted signals estimate respective contribution in terms of concentration and with this information estimate sample charge in terms of dissolved organic carbon.
Now we are concerned in directly using the mixing matrix information (A) in order to estimate accurate component contribution predictors for DOC. In order to better understand ICA results, we studied simple standard solutions and then applied the developed strategy to environmental samples.
Standard Solutions
First results are related with simple standard solutions in order to develop a procedure for the applicability of the mixing matrix information (A(c × m)) as component information and thus estimate DOC in respective solutions.
For that purpose, small molecular weight conjugated molecules of pure compounds were used as standards in the study of the applicability of ICA processing ability.
In the process of developing an analytical strategy different situations were considered with these standards solutions. A first approach was considering the individual ICA treatment of single solution standards. ICA is a very powerful analytical tool in deconvoluting mixed information [22] , but it requires the previous definition of the number of components (c) that may be accounted in order to correctly describe relevant spectral information, which, in real situations is not an obvious task.
Working with the simpler situation (single standard solutions), a first approach Journal of Water Resource and Protection was to start ICA analysis imposing a small number of components (c = 1) and then successively increasing this number until achieve an excessive number of components (c = 5). By inspecting respective spectral component contributions profiles (S) we could estimate the number of independent components ( Figure 3 ).
From Figure 3 it is clear that imposing an excessive number of components significant noise increases and spectral profiles becomes progressively deformed when comparing with original spectral signals, cf. Figure 3 .
From these figures it is also evident that deconvoluted signal sources are estimated regardless its actual orientation-for example, residual signal contribution identified in Figure 3 Like other deconvolution techniques as PCA, with ICA there is this orientation difficulty-deconvoluted components are correct in modulus but not necessarily well defined in terms of signal. Since original data (spectra) were previously centred, it is obvious the tendency for some negative values in mixing matrix and, in real and more complex systems it is obvious a huge difficulty in finding the correct orientation of signal sources and respective contributions.
In order to increase system complexity and test ICA for its ability in decon- As previously stated, increasing system complexity ICA maintains its blind source deconvoluting ability but source signal recognition and its correct orientation becomes harder to do with the inconvenient of dealing with incorrect mixing information dependency. In addition, as it can be observed, increasing the number of imposed independent contributions in ICA noisier signal sources are obtained and sometimes artificially fragmented into complementary signals. When dealing with real environmental sample solutions this fact will be difficult to circumvent since we do not know previously the number of components to set on ICA processing step in order to correctly retrieve independent components and respective contributions.
For this reason different evaluating situations were tested in order to define the correct number of independent components.
Combining spectral components (S) with component contributions (A), Equation (3), and calculating the relative residual error, Equation (14) imposing p = 0, between centred spectra and reproduced spectra we are able to compute a mean bias estimative for each deconvolution case. Obtained results are presented on Figure 7 .
From Figure 7 , if we consider the simpler case (single standard solutions in Figure 7 (a)), it is possible to observe that there is a basal evolution of residual error in respect to the number of imposed ICA components-decreasing c there is a smooth increased tendency for increasing relative residual error. Like in PCA scree plots, a drastic positive shift in relative error evidences important information suppression and thus defining the number of required components to describe data matrix as the previous in-line value. With this diagnose in mind, from Figure 7 (a) it is easy to establish c = 1 for tyrosine and c = 2 for tryptophan. However, there is some evidence for using c= 1 for phenanthroline.
With this fact in consideration, we guess for Ensemble and All SRM's cases a total of c = 4 independent components. Looking now at Figure 7(b) , in the Ensemble case c = 4 is the evidence and for All SRM's case the plausibility of c = 4 or c = 5 is not well defined.
From Figure 4 we can also see that imposing an excessive number of components in ICA deconvoluting process, component contribution matrix starts to Journal of Water Resource and Protection reveal significant correlation between estimated components. With this in mind it was crucial to develop and establish an unsupervised method for information condensation and thus refine the number of effective relevant contributions.
For that reason we believe that principal component analysis may be useful in dealing with this situation, predicting the correct number of independent components for each case. In Table 1 , we present PCA retrieved information index, Equation (9), of ICA's mixing matrix for single standard solutions (Tyr, Tryp, and Phen) in terms of considered PCA components (columns) at each imposed c for ICA analysis (in rows).
From Table 1 it is clear that this is a very simple system (a single standard solution case), since over 80% information recovery may be obtained with a single component for all tested cases.
Since we are interested in describing all relevant information in mixing matrix we should stipulate a very high recovery performance, different from 100%, in order to obtain a certain constant value, related with the effective number of independent components.
In this perspective, imposing a minimum of 99.5% information recovery it is possible to find a more or less consistent pattern-tyrosine and tryptophan are consistently pointing out to c = 2 independent components when previous ICA analysis imposes c < 15. For phenanthroline the suggestion varies between 2 and 3. In the same way, imposing an excessive number of components (c > 15) different suggestions are also obtained.
This phenomenon is related with the increase of basal noisy contribution in respect to the increase of imposed c components in ICA analysis.
In order to clarify the correct choice of the number of independent components to be used in ICA, we suggest an iterative process where convergence of c may be obtained. We recommend to start imposing a high value in c (e.g.: c = 20) and perform ICA analysis; perform PCA analysis on ICA obtained mixing matrix and estimate the number of relevant contributions (f1) able to recover at least 99.5% information ( Table 2) .
On the next iteration, start imposing c2 = f1 in ICA analysis and proceed again with PCA analysis over mixing matrix obtaining f2. Journal of Water Resource and Protection The correct number of independent components is defined when convergence is obtained (ci = fi).
To demonstrate this strategy, let's assume we are studying tyrosine solutions.
If we impose c1 = 20 in ICA we obtain f1 = 5.On next iteration we impose c2 = 5 and obtain f = 2.
On the third iteration we converged to c3 = f3 = 2 revealing that tyrosine spectral information is composed by two independent contributions. Looking into Figures 3(a)-(c) and Figures 4(a) -(c), we clearly see that there are in fact 2 independent components with specific source signals and mixing information-one of them have a linear dependency on tyrosine concentration and the other is almost independent.
Let's see if this process is also useful in other standard cases. In Table 2 we present the results obtained for the Ensemble and for All SRM's cases.
From Table 2 it is clear that the Ensemble case points out towards c = 3 fundamental independent components while in the All SRM's case it points out to c = 4 independent contributions.
Neglecting background independent contribution, previously we concluded that Tyr and Phen may be described with a single component while Tryp seems to require two components to describe spectral information and mixing matrix ICA contribution. When treated in simultaneous they behave like a c = 3 component case for the Ensemble and c = 4 component for All SRM's case. From Figure 5 Now we are going to evaluate the ability to fit and predict DOC values using mixing matrix values. Table 3 presents the modelling results of DOC in terms of quality of fit and predictive ability. From Table 3 it is clear that in single standard solutions (Tyr, Tryp, and Phen) there is a very good data description of DOC values with mixing matrix information via simple first degree models-these linear models are able to describe more than 99.5% of response with c ≥ 1 for Tyr and c ≥ 2 for Tryp and Phen cases, with low residual error (<2% DOC mg•L −1 ).
Considering AIC and AICc information criteria best fitting models are ICA1 for Tyr, ICA4 for Tryp and ICA2 for Phen.
Considering the conservative cross-validation %RMSEP, Equation (20), best predicting models are obtained with ICA1 for Tyr and Phen and ICA2 for Tryp; these results are in accordance to the results obtained with the robust predicting ability %PE1/2, Equation (21) . From these results it is possible to state that the analysis of these single standard solutions, which is necessary to impose c = 1 for Tyr and Phen and c = 2 for Tryp, DOC may accurately be estimated and predicted with a first degree polynomial curve (p = 2).
Looking at the Ensemble case, fitting results are also good but the overall number of independent components is comprehensibly higher, c ranging from 4 T. C. Filippe et al. ICA-first degree polynomial model, Equation (11); ICA 2 -second degree polynomial models, Equation (12); p-number of model parameters; StdFitmodel residual error, Equation (13); %RE-model bias, Equation (14); R 2 -r squared value, Equation (15); R 2 adj-adjusted r squared value, Equation (16); AIC-Akaike information criteria, Equation (18), AICc-readjusted Aikaike information criteria, Equation (19); %RMSPE-jackknife prediction error, Equation (20); %PE1/2-50% unfolding prediction error, Equation (21) . to 6. Akaike AIC and AICc are in accordance with cross-validation results, stating that c = 4 is the correct number of independent components to be used in describing DOC solutions using ICA mixing information matrix via a single degree linear polynomial (p = 5).
Using second degree polynomial model no further significant performance increase is observed and model flexibility is penalizing its predicting abilitycross-validation results points to higher prediction errors.
In respect to All SRM case, first degree polynomial model requires c ≥ 5 to give satisfactory results in terms of fitting error (~6%), describing results (~99.5% of DOC description) with a relatively small predicting error. Better results are obtained considering c = 5 and using respective parsimonious models in order to ensure a good fitting without extra deterioration of its prediction ability.
From this preliminary study with simple standard solutions, some conclusions are drown:
1) It is possible to predict the number of independent contributions using a unsupervised method based on iterative PCA-ICA approach over mixing matrix results;
2) Predicted components are consistent with spectra signal recovery; 3) These estimated components are able to accurately describe DOC via linear first degree polynomial models; 4) Some difficulties arrive when dealing with real mixtures-it may be present some interfering effect and thus a relative lack on signal linearity in respect to solute concentration; 5) Fitting results a predicting ability may be increased using quadratic polynomial models; 6) Comparing spectral deconvoluted contributions it is possible to identify bands related to each component and thus identify its contribution in solution.
Environmental Samples
Humic (HA), fulvic acids (FA), and plankton (PP) isolated samples were also analysed in separate and in Ensemble. Figure 8 presents the respective spectra. Journal of Water Resource and Protection These band superimpositions may be resolved by ICA as common basic bands that the total number of required independent sources will be less than expected sum of individual components. Figure 9 . Estimated source signal components given by ICA from c = 3, 4, 5, 7 and8, for HA ((a)-(f)), FA ((g)-(l)) and PP ((m)-(r)).
If a line is drawn over Figure 11 plots a more complete description may be ob- Table 4 presents the results of the PCA analysis applied to several attempts of ICA deconvolutions in order to define the minimum number of independent contributions in mixing matrix for HA, FA, PP, and HFP Ensemble (Table 4) . From Table 5 it is possible to obtain information for c = 3 component contributions in HA and PP, c = 4 contributions for FA and in Table 6 , information for c = 5 contributions in HFP ensemble case. Conciliating all sources of information, we guess the need: for 3 to 5 signal sources in HA, 4 to 7 in FA, 3 to 6 signals in PP ( Table 5 ) and for 5 to 7 signals in the ensemble HFP (Table 6) .
Using this information we start to model retrieved ICA mixing matrix information for the DOC experimental results ( Table 5 and Table 6 ).
The direct descriptions of DOC via first degree linear models fail in general in describing experimental results. For HA imposing c = 5 we obtain a model bias of about 30% with 68.7% description of DOC results and a prediction error of about 8% (in an optimistic point of view). These results do not improve significantly till c = 10.
In FA case, using c = 6 it is possible to obtain a model bias of about 25%, however it is only able to describe about 75% of response information with an optimistic prediction error of 6%.
In PP case, using c = 5, model bias is about 23% and can only explain over 62% of response with an optimistic prediction error of about 8%.
Since the interest is only on evaluating all samples DOC response, no further modelling effort will be explored here.
Considering the ensemble case with c = 7 and using a first degree polynomial (ICA7), it is obtained an overall model bias about 36%, able to describe about 58% of DOC results and with an optimistic predicting error of about 5%.
Extending to c = 15 and using first degree polynomial model results do not become significantly better. However, if we explore polynomial second degree model, Equation (12), these results are significantly better.
With only c = 5 and second degree full model (ICA 2 (21)), it is possible to reduce average model bias to 28% and describe over 74% of DOC response, but with an increased prediction error estimative of near 10%. Prediction error can be successfully reduced to about 4% with parsimonious ICA 2 p(10) without significant change in model bias neither in response description.
Choosing c = 6 and with second degree full model (ICA6² (28)), it is possible to achieve 24% average model bias, with an ability to describe 80% of DOC response with an optimistic prediction error of 8%. Opting for parsimonious model (ICA6 2 p(20)), it is possible to decrease the prediction error to 5%. Imposing c = 7 and using ICA7 2 (36) model, it still obtain a mean model bias about 24%, an ability to describe about 81% of DOC information with a large predicting error of 34% (in an optimistic point of view). If the model is refined to obtain parsimonious ICA7 2 p(19) model, the predict error on d can be reduced significantly to 5%, maintaining the overall model performance.
Choosing c = 8 and ICA8 2 (45), it is possible to obtain significantly better results-overall mean model bias of 14% with a 94% DOC response description, ICA-first degree polynomial model, Equation (11); ICA²-second degree polynomial models, Equation (12); p-number of model parameters; StdFitmodel residual error, Equation (13); %RE-model bias, Equation (14); R²-r squared value, Equation (15); R²adj-adjusted r squared value, Equation (16); AIC-Akaike information criteria, Equation (18), AICc-readjusted Aikaike information criteria, Equation (19); %RMSPE-jackknife prediction error, Equation (20); %PE1/2-50% unfolding prediction error, Equation (21) . Journal of Water Resource and Protection but with a bad predicting error of over 50%. Model refinement in order to obtain the parsimonious model ICA8 2 (29) can allows to maintain other performance indicators and reduces significantly predicting error to about 6%.
From Table 3 it is possible to observe that further model refinement in order to remove additional parameters and thus obtain also parsimonious models do not benefit on better results-models become more rigid and unable to describe experimental results.
With these results, it's also possible to observe that with a very small amount of independent components (c = 5) it is possible to describe all Ensembles of environmental samples if parsimonious second degree polynomial models is used.
Conclusions
In this work, we explored ICA mixing matrix values in order to directly use that numerical information in DOC estimation of standard and environmental sample solutions based upon synchronous fluorescence spectra (Δλ = 18 nm).
When dealing with standard solutions, the developed strategy seems to work very well.
Linear models were accurately used to estimate and predict DOC with a first degree polynomial model with very few independent components (c = 1 or 2) and parameters (p = 2 or 3).
Same approach was still valid for single solute standard spectra ensemble, where accurately can still determine and estimate DOC with only c = 4 spectral sources and first degree polynomial model (ICA4).
When standard mixtures were analysed, we noticed some interference that oblige to use a second degree polynomial models in order to maintain accurate determinations.
From this study some conclusions are drown:
2) Predicted components are consistent with spectra signal recovery;
3) These estimated components are able to accurately describe DOC via linear first degree polynomial models; 4) Some difficulties arrive when dealing with mixtures-it may be present some interfering effect; 5) Using quadratic polynomial models fitting results are better-lower deviations and grater predicting ability; 6) Comparing spectral deconvoluted contributions it is possible to identify bands related to each component and thus identify its contribution in solution.
When dealing with actual environmental representative samples results were not so satisfactory for several reasons.
Firstly, we have some amount of experimental error in DOC determinations, highly greater than theoretical values of standard solutions. Journal of Water Resource and Protection Secondly, we have proved that mixtures present significant interference-its behaviour do not exactly matches the behaviour of independent component solution ensemble. This lack of spectral consistency may causes difficulties in calibration and quantification process.
With this work we have proved to be possible to perform DOC estimation based on fluorescence spectra.
However this optimization process is not still fully optimized.
